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ABSTRACT 
A new reinforcement fabric called +α/-β Spread Tow Fabric (+α/-β STF) has been 
developed recently. It incorporates Spread Tow Tapes of carbon fibers in angular 
orientations relative to the fabric’s length direction. The +α/-β STF is producible in 
continuous length. It has been developed to enable direct production of multi-directional 
reinforcement by plying. Through use of +α/-β STF the production of composite materials 
can be simplified and quickened, besides improving their performance and quality. The 
technical and economic advantages of +α/-β STF, which is considered to be a uniquely 
optimized material solution for enabling automated composite material manufacture, 
introduced in this Paper. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Plying of woven fabrics has been practiced for long to obtain multidirectional orientation 
of fibers in the final composite material products. However, the following drawbacks of 
this approach are well known:  
 

(a) The relative relationship between warp and weft remains 90º no matter how the 
woven fabric is oriented.  
 

(b) The plying can be achieved using only fabric patches of limited area as they are 
cut from larger woven fabrics.  
 

(c) Cutting and plying involves labor, which in turn causes inconsistency in quality 
and increases production costs, material wastage and contamination risks.  
 

(d) Discontinuity of fibers and misalignment of fiber orientations due to use of fabric 
patches adversely affect the composite material performance. 
 

(e) Uneven material thickness arising from overlapping of fabric patches. 
 

(f) Difficulty in realizing process continuity or automated production.  
 

The recent development of +α/-β Spread Tow Fabric (+α/-β STF) overcomes all the 
drawbacks indicated above directly and accords other advantages as well. The +α/-β STF 
is a continuous length fabric comprising Spread Tow Tapes in oblique orientations with 
respect to the length direction of the fabric and is described in the following. 
 
 
STRUCTURE OF α/-β STF 
 
The +α/-β STF is producible by a novel process which is unlike the weaving and braiding 
processes. In this process two sets of Spread Tow Tapes, usually between 20 and 50 mm 
widths, are directly integrated in required mutual angular orientations as exemplified by 
the +α/-β STF construction shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. General structure of +α/-β STF 
 
Technically the structure of +α/-β STF does not correspond with those of either woven or 
braided fabrics. Therefore, the +α/-β STF structures should not be regarded either 
interlaced or intertwined. The production is virtually endless because there are no Spread 
Tow Tapes oriented in the fabric length direction. Accordingly, the fabric can be produced 
in any desired length that may be required.  
 
The mutual angular orientation of Spread Tow Tapes in +α/-β STF can be either acute, 
right or obtuse angles as illustrated in Figure 2. These indicated +α/-β STF constructions 
are shown to comprise Spread Tow Tapes in equal angles. Availability of +α/-β STF in 
such variants enables easier, quicker, direct and continuous plying of different +α/-β 
STFs for directly realizing multi-directionally oriented structures in an economical way. 
 

                           
 

Figure 2. The +α/-β STF is producible in acute, right and obtuse angle configurations 
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There can be occasions when certain applications might require an +α/-β STF that has its 
constituent Spread Tow Tapes incorporated in mutually unequal angles. To meet such 
demands the +α/-β STF exemplified in Figure 3 could be considered. As can be inferred 
from Figure 3, the angles of the Spread Tow Tapes of the two directions can be relatively 
different with respect to +α/-β STFs length direction. 

 
Figure 3. An +α/-β STF incorporating tapes in unequal angles 

 
 
ADVANTAGES OF +α/-β STF 
 
The availability of +α/-β STF in continuous length eliminates the need to cut sheets of 
woven materials in bias for obtaining patches of material to realize multidirectional fiber 
orientations. Because use of patches of woven materials is rendered redundant, there are 
the advantages of having continuity of fibers, absence of splices and joints, no variations 
in thickness due to overlapping of materials and no misalignment of fiber orientations. 
Further, there is substantially improved utilization of fabric reinforcement whereby 
wastage of materials is reduced while at the same time quicker plying of reinforcement 
sheets improves efficiency of composite materials’ production, enables automated 
production of composite material parts, and relatively large products than possible today 
become directly producible. As a result, significant savings in composite material 
production costs can be expected.  
 
Spread Tow Tapes are relatively wider and thinner than the parent tow, typically by a 
factor of 2 to 4. Use of such lightweight tapes correspondingly reduces the areal weight 
of +α/-β STF. By spreading carbon tows to different degrees, correspondingly different 
areal weights could be targeted more easily than with the use of regular non-spread 
tows. Thus, +α/-β STF of different areal weights can be directly produced using the same 
tow count. At present +α/-β STF can be produced using Spread Tow Tapes of different 
width from high strength (HS), Intermediate modulus (IM) and high modulus (HM) 
carbon fiber yarns of high tow count (12k and above) in fabric areal weights starting at 
80 gsm, 76 gsm and 130 gsm respectively.  
 
The thinness of the constituting Spread Tow Tapes lends itself to a high mechanical 
performance of +α/-β STF as their use creates (a) virtually no in-plane and out-of-plane 
fiber crimp (i.e. crimp angle), (b) fewer interlacing points (i.e. crimp frequency) and (c) 
relatively higher fiber volume fraction (i.e. cover factor). Further, because Spread Tow 
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Tapes comprises a large number of well-distributed and exposed fibers, their wetting by 
the matrix happens relatively easily and quickly ensuring improved load transfer in a 
composite material. 
 
Because the constituent Spread Tow Tapes are well-integrated in the entire +α/-β STF, 
the in-plane delamination risk gets substantially reduced. In principle, this practically 
implies that each +α/-β STF sheet comprising Spread Tow Tapes in two equal opposite 
angles is inherently symmetrically balanced. Therefore, use of +α/-β STF directly enables 
obtaining a symmetrically balanced plied construction using relatively fewer fiber layers. 
Tables 1 and 2 below, together with Figures 4 and 5, illustrate the arrangement for 
obtaining symmetrical quasi- and bi-directional balanced constructions with relatively 
fewer Spread Tow Fabric (STF) sheets compared to the number of sheets required with 
the use of existing Non Crimp Fabrics (NCF) and Uni Directional tapes (UD).Table 1. 
Symmetrical quasi-isotropic construction 
 

Table 1. Symmetrical quasi-isotropic construction 
 

Material Ply sequence No. of fiber layers required for 
symmetry 

UD [0/90/+45/-45/-45/+45/90/0] 8 
NCF [NCF(0/90/+45/-45)/NCF(-45/+45/90/0)] 8 
STF [STF(0/90)/STF(+45/-45)/STF(0/90)] 6 

 
 

              
 

Figure 4. Symmetrical Quasi-Isotropic construction of UD/NCF (left) and +α/-β STF (right) 
 
 

Table 2. Symmetrical bi-directional construction 
 

Material Ply sequence No. of fiber layers required for symmetry 
UD [+45/-45/-45/+45] 4 
NCF [NCF(+45/-45)/NCF(-45/+45)] 4 
STF [STF(+45/-45)] 2 
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Figure 5. Symmetrical bi-directional construction of UD/NCF (left) and +α/-β STF (right) 
 
As can be understood now, thin and ultra-lightweight +α/-β STF can be produced by 
using Spread Tow Tapes. Such +α/-β STFs have virtually zero crimp as a result of which 
the fabric’s surface tends to be flat and smooth, as can be inferred from Figure 6. A 
composite material part produced using +α/-β STF will therefore correspondingly exhibit 
a smooth surface, low fiber crimp and relatively fewer interlacing points. Further, such a 
part will display significantly reduced print through and pin-holes, the drawbacks 
presently associated with use of traditional woven reinforcements. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. The +α/-β STF has a flat and smooth surface due to virtual absence of crimp 
 
The Spread Tow Tapes constituting +α/-β STF are spread filaments of a tow that are 
stabilized using a suitable chemical binder. Such stabilization of filaments prevents 
contraction/bunching/deformation and thereby the width of the Spread Tow Tape is 
maintained during its subsequent handling and processing. The stable structure of 
Spread Tow Tapes in turn imparts +α/-β STFs the necessary cohesion to be cut in a dry 
state, either manually or automatically, without the risk of unraveling or disintegration, 
as can be inferred from Figure 7. The ease of cutting +α/-β STF, without causing its 
fraying/unraveling, contributes to significant material waste reduction.  
 
The positive impact of this aspect becomes immediately apparent when complex 
geometries are required to be directly cut, prepared and handled without providing for 
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unnecessarily large margins/allowances for overlapping joints. The availability of 
continuous-length +α/-β STF minimizes joints. The reduced fiber discontinuities in turn 
improve the mechanical reliability and performance of composite materials comprising 
+α/-β STF. With the frequency of thick places arising from overlapping joints either 
eliminated or substantially reduced, the final composite material naturally tends to be of 
even thickness and improved quality. Seen practically, +α/-β STF is a uniquely optimized 
material solution for enabling automated composite material manufacture.  
 

 
 

Figure 7. Cutting and handling of +α/-β STF does not cause fraying/unraveling 
 
The stable construction of +α/-β STF not only makes its handling easy but also accords it 
to be draped well. The high draping ability of +α/-β STF is attributed to the freedom of 
space and mobility available to the filaments within the +α/-β STF. When +α/-β STF is 
draped into a form the constituent filaments easily slide relative to each other and 
conform well to the required complex geometries. 
 
The availability of +α/-β STF in different angular variants, together with the usual 0/90 
STF, allows them to be directly and continuously plied to obtain materials with 
multidirectional fiber orientations.  
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
+α/-β STF is a new product that offers fresh opportunities in composite material 
production, both in terms of performance and economics. It is produced in different 
variants using Spread Tow Tapes that are incorporated in mutually right, acute and 
obtuse angles. +α/-β STF is producible in different widths, areal weights and fiber types 
(HS, IM and HM). Its lowest areal weight achieved at present is 76 gsm. Plying different 
variants of +α/-β STFs, together with the standard 0/90 STF, presents a practical and 
economic way to directly manufacture composite materials with multidirectional fiber 
orientations. The availability of continuous-length +α/-β STF eliminates the need to cut in 
bias the woven material sheets and therewith the associated material wastage, labor, 
time and expenses. +α/-β STF is a uniquely optimized material solution for enabling 
automated composite material manufacture. 
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